
 

 

To: KCC Residents Utilizing Drs. Conrad/ Lieberman as a Primary Provider  
 
From:    KCC Health Services 
 
Date:    September 16, 2022  
 
Subject:   Recent Correspondence From Drs. Conrad and Lieberman 
 
Recently, patients of Drs. Lieberman and Conrad received letters describing the 
participation of their practice (Conrad and Bell) in an Accountable Care Organization. This 
alignment with an outside organization provides assistance to Primary Care practices 
relative to the mandatory reporting they must complete with the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services and is part of a larger effort to better coordinate care for seniors in our 
country.  This is not a scam and you can safely sign and return the forms sent to you. For 
more information, please read the information below or reach out to your physician. 
 
If you have any questions about the Voluntary Alignment letter you received in the mail, 
please call 1-833-769-0456. 
 
What is Voluntary Alignment? 
Voluntary Alignment (VA) allows beneficiaries to choose the health care providers with whom they 
want to have a care relationship. Beneficiaries may choose to align to a REACH ACO by designating 
an ACO Participant Provider affiliated with the REACH ACO and their primary clinician or main 
source of care. 

Why am I receiving this VA form in the mail? 
You are receiving this form in the mail because your primary care provider has agreed to participate 
in a new Medicare initiative called Voluntary Alignment.  [See benefits section below to explain why 
it’s valuable].  

What does this mean? 
Receiving this letter means that your provider has chosen to sign with a REACH ACO and would like 
you to sign up to be Voluntarily Aligned. In order to do so you may fill out the form and return it in the 
provided envelope or bring it to your doctor’s office. Alternatively, you may fill out the form online if 
you prefer.  

What are the benefits? 
The benefit of Voluntary alignment for you as a patient is the empowerment to be engaged in your 
own healthcare journey. If a patient is Voluntarily Aligned they are more likely to stay engaged with 
their provider which can lead to better health outcomes. 
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Have my Medicare benefits changed at all? 
There are no changes to your Medicare benefits and you are able to see any provider you choose. 
You can switch providers with no issues or continue to see your current provider. The choice remains 
yours. However, if you choose to align, your provider will be better able to coordinate your care, which 
in general leads to higher quality care and greater patient satisfaction.  
 

 
 
 


